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TESTIMONIAL
E. L. Simeth Show
Milwaukee, WI.
Thanks for getting that docking hardware information to me, I just wanted to
make sure I had the updated one. I know it was changed sometime ago.
The customer is Anderson Machine, Ron and Sue Anderson did stop by the
booth, they are a good Simeth customer, there one of my good hydraulic customers.
I’ve shown them this. That isn’t what was good about this show. I think I’ve told you
before, I don’t think I’ve been involved in a show where we’ve gotten so many good
leads Tim. I think we’ve been running around with this for about a year showing it to
people and I came to the show and you were right there, in that corner and showed
them the stuff. We have had just excellent leads, guys are designing the stuff in, and
we’ve gotten some orders already. It is probably like I said, it is now one of the best
shows for a product that I’ve been involved with as far as the leads we’ve gotten for
the mPower. Like I said, normally you get people come to your booths who are your
customers; they come and just say hi, a lot of interest in it. I want to thank you again.
I wondered how well these shows worked but I think this one with the mPower
products it was very, very much worth it. If we could get the same thing again I’d like
to do a show next week if we could get the same kind of results.
So Tim, no need to call me, I’m rambling on here, I just wanted to thank you
again and just tell you that it was a very, worthwhile show with the leads we got.
See ya,
Alan Pelot
Product Manager
E. L. Simeth

